Rapidly rotating giant stars are relatively rare and may represent important stages of stellar evolution, resulting from stellar coalescence of close binary systems or accretion of sub-stellar companions by their hosting stars. In the present letter we report 17 giant stars observed in the scope of the Kepler space mission exhibiting rapid rotation behavior. For the first time the abnormal rotational behavior for this puzzling family of stars is revealed by direct measurements of rotation, namely from photometric rotation period, exhibiting very short rotation period with values ranging from 13 to 55 days. This finding points for remarkable surface rotation rates, up to 18 times the Sun rotation. These giants are combined with 6 other recently listed in the literature for mid-IR diagnostic based on WISE information, from which a trend for an infrared excess is revealed for at least a half of the stars, but at a level far lower than the dust excess emission shown by planet-bearing main-sequence stars.
INTRODUCTION
The literature reports a growing list of rapidly rotating giant stars that violate the general rule for slow rotation of normal giant stars predicted by stellar evolutionary theory (Rodrigues da Silva et al. 2015; Carlberg et al. 2011 Carlberg et al. , 2012 Bidelman & MacConell 1973; Fekel et al. 1986; Fekel & Balachandran 1993; Fekel 1987; De Medeiros & Mayor 1999) . Essentially, these stars present a single behavior, with constant radial velocity, and rotational velocity v sin i from moderate up to 50 times the solar rotation, in contrast to single giants with a normal rotating behavior, which shows v sin i values of a few kms −1 .
The yellow giant FK Comae, the King of Spin (Ayres et al. 2006) , is the leading example of such an abnormal rotation with P rot = 2.412 d (Chugainov 1966) and v sin i = 162.5 kms −1 (Huenemoerder et al. 1993) . Following this stellar royalty, one can define the G5III-IV giant HD 199178 as the Spin Vice-king because of its v sin i = 80 kms −1 (Herbig 1958; Huenemoerder et al. 1993 ) and P rot = 3.337484 d (Bopp et al. 1983) .
In spite of a number of suggestions, recent stellar mergers (Bopp & Stencel 1981) , sudden dredge-up of angular momentum from stellar interior (Simon & Drake 1989 ) and accretion of substellar companions (Peterson et al. 1983; Siess & Livio 1999a,b) , the nature of such an abnormal rotation is not yet well understood. Carlberg et al. (2012) have claimed for consistent evidences that the accretion of giant planets of a few Jupiter masses could produce the rapid rotation of the referred rapid rotators, in agreement with theoretical predictions (e.g.: Siess & Livio 1999a,b) , whereas Rodrigues da Silva et al. (2015) have reported that some of these abnormal giants exhibit an IRAS infrared (IR) excess, which, in principle, could be related to circumstellar dust. Rodrigues da Silva et al. (2015) have also reported the presence of these abnormal stars in classes of evolved stars other than the giants of luminosity class III, with the discovery of single rapid rotators among subgiant, bright giant and Ib supergiant stars.
-4 -As a rule, all the rapidly rotating single evolved stars reported to date, have had their rotational behavior defined from measurements of the projected rotational velocity v sin i.
This study brings a pioneering analysis of the infrared behavior of a sample of 23 rapidly rotating giants, revealed by their very short photometric rotation period computed from
Kepler light curves. This letter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Kepler data, with a brief description of the light curves treatment. Main results are presented in Sect. 3, with conclusions in Sect. 4.
STELLAR WORKING SAMPLE AND LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS
The sample is composed by 23 stars observed in the scope of the Kepler mission (Koch et al. 2010) , 17 of them first pointed out as potential rapidly rotating giants by Pinsonneault et al. (2014) and 6 by Tayar et al. (2015) , from a total sample of 1916 giant stars classified from asteroseismic diagnostics. Indeed, the sample of rapid rotators from Tayar et al. (2015) is composed by 10 stars, but with 3 clear eclipsing binaries (KIC 3955867, KIC 4473933 and KIC 5193386) . The final list of stars is given in Table 1 The stars were first analyzed using the Pre-Search Data Conditioning (PDC) light curves (LCs) from Kepler, which has been treated with the standard pipeline to remove thermal and kinematic trends (Jenkins et al. 2010) . However some trends persist and must be manually removed for the sake of a better identification of the stellar LC variability (Paz et al. 2015) . In total, 58 regions were removed from the sample. After this procedure, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976 , Scargle 1982 was computed for each star and main periods with corresponding peaks having significance level greater than 99% being considered. Prior to assuming a period as valid, a careful visual inspection was performed We also analyzed the periodicity in the 15 stars of present sample, with unambiguous period, using the wavelet technique (Grossman & Morlet 1984) , applying the same procedure described in Bravo et al. (2014) , where the 6th-order Morlet wavelet is used.
The global spectrum of the signal was computed by averaging the local spectrum over time.
To prevent some contribution from data gaps in the wavelet map energy distribution as Finally we have computed the rotational velocity v sin i for the 9 stars from Pinsonneault et al. (2014), using computed rotation periods and radii (Fekel et al. 1986 ). The obtained values confirm that these stars follow the criteria used by different authors to define what constitutes rapid rotators (Rodrigues da Silva et al. 2015; Carlsberg et al. 2011; Fekel 1997) , namely v sin i ≥ 10 kms −1 . This is the cutoff applied by Tayar et al. (2015) to define their rapid rotators, also analyzed in the present study.
RESULTS
To date, the rapidly rotating evolved stars have had their rotation behavior defined from v sin i projected rotational velocity measurements. The present study reveals this abnormal rotation behavior for a sample of 17 Kepler giant stars, on the basis of direct rotation measurements. These stars were first identified as rapidly rotating giants by Pinsonneault et al. (2014) on the basis of asteroseismic diagnostics. Here we confirm such a behavior by computing the rotation period on the basis of two independent techniques, Lomb-Scargle periodograms and wavelet procedures. Combining this sample with 6 Kepler giants defined by Tayar et al. (2015) as rapid rotators, we show a period range from 13 to 55 days, corresponding to a rotational velocity v sin i spread from 28 to 10 kms −1 . These -7 -stars have masses ranging from 0.83 to 3.23 M and radius into the range 9.5-13.1 R , both parameters computed from asteroseismic diagnostics (Pinsonneault et al. 2014 ). The computed periods and radii points for striking rapid surface rotations, ranging from about 6 to 18 times the solar surface rotation.
ON THE MID-IR BEHAVIOR OF THE KEPLER RAPIDLY ROTATING GIANT STARS
As underlined, the nature of the abnormal rapidly rotating giants is essentially unknown to date, whilst some mechanisms have been proposed, including recent stellar mergers, sudden dredge-up of angular momentum from stellar interior, and the accretion of substellar companions. An interesting aspect to be underlined is that all these scenarios Encyclopaedia (Schneider et al. 2011) , with 9 stars presenting a mid-IR emission.
In order to study the IR characteristics of the present sample of rapid rotators in more details, we combined IR information from WISE and 2MASS data basis, following the approach by Wu et al. (2013) in the search for mid-IR excess. (from top to bottom). For KIC 8825444, two possible periods are considered in the global spectrum since each one is persistent in different time intervals.
